We are learning about...

**tr**

Circle words that begin with **tr**

- **prayer**
- **tractor**
- **broom**
- **train**
- **drill**

Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

- **ain**
- **ade**
- **ail**
- **ead**
- **ap**
- **ot**

Add in the **tr** blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

- **unk**
- **ee**
- **uck**
- **ade**
Circle words that begin with **tr**

Add in the **tr** blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

**Trunk**  **Tree**  **Truck**  **Trade**

Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

**ain**  **ade**  **ail**  **ead**  **ap**  **ot**